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FLOOR
- Japanese Cedar flooring
- wooden joints + 
  wood fibre insulation 100mm
- acoustic fibreglass panel (opaque)

WALL
- fibreglass cloth, translucent
- wooden framework + 

   transparant sheets of 
   cellulose insulation
- fibreglass cloth, translucent

fibreglass panels, translucent,
1300x650x40mm

steel tube 100x80x5mm,
attached to the main
structural ceiling framework partly visible

through translucent cloth

steel L profile
60x30x2mm

Japanese Cypress beams

steel tube 100x80x5mm,
attached to the main

structural ceiling

once positioned underneath the steel tube,
the unit that was assembled on the deck floor gets lifted
and its floor beams get attached to the steel tube

when the unit is in place this steel profile
ensures the structural connection between
unit and main frame

rebate

wooden
wedge

for the final step a wooden wedge gets fixed 
between the steel tube and the wooden beam 
to secure the steadiness of the unit

PRIVATE-UNITS
exterior
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living-units
eye-level perspective
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https://vimeo.com/533214362
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CLIMATE CONTROL
four scenarios
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